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Abstract

Binary gas mixtures consisting of sulphurhexafluoride (SFo) and carbontetrafluoride (CF+)

have been used for several years in the design of electrical gas insulated switchgear manufactured

for operation in geographic regions of extremely low temperature. CF¿, which has a liquifaction

temperature comparable to that of nitrogen (Nz) greatly reduces the risk of liquifaction and the

loss of insulation of electrical equipment when mixed with SFo at practical pressures (200-400

kPa). In addition, SF6-CF¿ mixtures offer better arc quenching properties than those displayed by

SFo-Nz and as a result are very appropriate for use in high power equipment such as circuit

breakers. Use of SF6-CF¿ also eliminates the need for cunent down-rating of apparatus under

short fault conditions that is necessary with SFo-Nz insulation. This Master of Science Thesis

research work reviews some essential theory of the breakdown mechanism in gases and details

some of the dielectric properties associated with electronegative molecules, in particular, the

family of fluorocarbons. Results from experimental determination of breakdown characteristics

for various mixtures of SF6-CF¿ at practical engineering pressures are presented. Data for 60 Hz

alternating and positive polarity direct voltages, as well as standard lightning and switching

impulse voltages for uniform, quasi-uniform and highly non-uniform electrode configurations at

various gap lengths are plotted and analyzed. Corona inception voltages are also included as part

of the ac and dc testine.
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l.INTRODUCTION

For many years the dielectric properties of several binary gas mixtures with

sulfurhexafluride (SF6) as the main constituent have been investigated; the underlying purpose

being to find optimal mixtures whose electrical insulation properties exceed those of SFo alone.

The constituent that is mixed with SFø can be a buffer gas (slows down high energy electrons

through collision) such as nitrogen (Nz) or an electronegative gas (captures free electrons through

attachment and forms negative ions) such as those of the halogen family of elements (Group VII

of the periodic table). Gases can sometimes be tailored analytically and the properties of the

resulting mixtures known before any experimental testing is performed. However, many mixtures

display a "synergistic" effect where the overall breakdown strength exceeds the summed strengths

of the individual constituents. The well known breakdown strength profile of SFo-Nz is typical of

a positive sysnergism (described later).

In recent years, mixtures of SFo with the electronegative gas tetrafluoromethane or

carbontetrafluoride lCF+) have been implemented in the design of circuit breakers and switchgear

and have been considered for use in dry-type distribution transformers of low kilovolt (kV) rating.

The SFc-CF+ mixtures have been observed to possess a sffong arc extinguishing characteristic that

is far superior to that of SFo-Nz and a condensation temperature comparable to that of liquid N2.

However, aside from these traits there is presently an overall lack of knowledge concerning the

properties of SF6-CF4 mixtures and only a small amount of data available on its breakdown

strengths. It was therefore considered appropriate to pursue an experimental study of these

mixtures as a Master of Science Thesis Research Project, the results of which could be used as a

basis for any work that may be undertaken in the future.

This thesis presents a brief theoretical review of SFo and some of its useful binary mixtures

followed by an investigation into some of the dielectric properties of the fluorogases. Finally,

experimental studies of the breakdown strength of SFo-CFq mixtures are made under ac and dc

voltage stresses as well as standard lightning and switching impulse voltages for uniform, quasi-

uniform and highly non-uniform electrode geometries.



2.IMPORTANT PROPERTTES OF SFóAND OTrrER. DIELECTRTCS

2.1 History of SFo:

Sulphurhexafluoride (SFe) was first discovered in 1900 when Moissan and Lebeau [1]

reported the first syntheses of a hexafluoride derivative of sulphur. Little scientific interest existed

for practical applications of SFe until about 1940 when Cooper [2] suggested it mighr have a

beneficial use as a dielectric gas in electrical power equipment. Further investigations at the

Massachusetts Institute of Technology showed SFo to be an exceptional gas for use in Van de

Graaff generators which in turn led to a rapidly developing interest in SFo for use in electrical

power equipment such as gas-insulated switchgear (GIS), dry transforrners, cable technology and

other special purpose machines. In the last four decades, SFo has been the subject of many

detailed investigations due to its remarkably high dielectric strength and other physical properties

that are conducive to its use in electrical apparatus.

2.2 Some Fundamental Properti", of Spu

The widespread use of SFe as a high voltage dielectric is based on its high dielectric

withstand of =90 kV/cm.bar [3].This high dielectric strength is the result of SFo being an

electronegative gas, that is it tends to trap free electrons and form negative ions of SFo-. For

breakdown to occur in a gas, the rate at which electrons are produced must exceed the rate at

which they are removed, so that the electron density increases exponentially to form a conducting

(ionizing) path. The source of electrons can be from the electrodes, microdischarges within a

system caused by particles, cosmic or other natural radiation-induced ionization, or from the gas

itself as a result of collision detachment of an electron from a molecule or negative ion. Whatever

mechanism is involved, free electrons will be generated within the system although whether or

not an electron causes breakdown is related to the rate of electron multiplication and absorption in

the region where it occurs. Other gases such as nitrogen (Nz) do not attach electrons and are

subsequently referred to as buffer gases. Still others such as oxygen lOz) have weak

electronegative properties, though both (Nz and Oz) have breakdown strengths which are

substantially lower than SFo.



Given a suitable dielectric strength, several other physical properties are essential for a

practical dielectric. One is an appropriate operating temperature range. The dielectric strength of a

gas depends (to the first order) on its density or the number of molecules per unit voiume. If a

sealed chamber is filled to a given density, then by the Boyle and Mariote Gas Law [3]:

pV=C
where: p = pressure

V= volume

C = constant

the density will remain constant until a change in temperature causes the gas to liquify, at which

point the density and the dielectric strength of the remaining gas will begin to drop. At a practical

engineering pressure of 340 kPa, Sft can be used to about -40 "C before liquifaction

(condensation) begins. At this pressure SFo has a breakdown strength of > 300 kV/cm. At the high

end of the temperature spectrum SFo remains extremely stable, however when heated in the

presence of common metals such as steel and copper, decomposition may begin as low as 200 'C.
The liquifaction temperature of SFo (molecular weight 146) is very similar ro that of
carbondioxide (COz, molecular weight 44)141. Most molecules with a molecular weight near that

of SFo are liquids or even solids at room temperature (=20.C); the reasons for SFo remaining a

gas are the results of intimate bonding between the fluorine (F) and sulphur (S) atoms and the fact

that the resulting molecular configuration is highly symmetric.

As a dielectric gas, SF6 possesses many advantages in that it is non-combustible, non-

flammable and highly stablea. It is also colourless, odourless, tasteless and non-toxic to humans

although when SF6 undergoes arcing in the presence of trace amounts of Oz, H2O, etc., toxic

gaseous by-products are formed. Also when arcing takes place between metallic electrodes such

as aluminium and copper, fine powder solid arcing by-products are formed that when mixed with

water will generate hydrofluoric acid. Its electrical breakdown strength is substantially higher

than that of t¡aditional gases such as air, nitrogen and carbon dioxide and it has a better heat

a' SFe remains highly stable unless subjected to decomposition, at which time adverse compounds can be
formed which will eventually destroy almost any system.



transfer ability than air or nitrogen due to its iow viscosity and greater density. This of course

leads to a more efficient gas circulation than could otherwise be obtained from air or nitrogen. SF6

is also characterized by a superior arc quenching ability which when used in electrical equipment

eliminates fire hazards, allows for considerable reduction in size and greatly improves overall

system reliability. Essentially two properties of SFo make it an ideal arc intemrpting medium, the

large amount of energy required to decompose SFo into a plasma and the high dielectric strength

of SFo even after arcing. A power arc takes place in a plasma with a core temperature at the centre

of the arc in the range of 20000 oC. In puffer type circuit breakers where SFo is blown into

through the arc, the tight binding of F with S within the SFo molecule ensures that the arc must

continuously decompose the gas stream, thus the arc must give up a considerable amount of

energy to the process of maintaining the plasma. As soon as sufficient energy is not available to

decompose the SFo (when the arc current decreases toward current zero), the arc starts to

extinguish. Once the arc has extinguished the SFo recombines very rapidly, mostly back into SFe

although other by-products are formed and the resulting mixture generally has a dielectric

strength at least as good as that of pure SFe. Thus SFo has excellent properties for cooling and

extinguishing the arc as well as a dielectric strength that increases very rapidly after arc extinction

to a level undiminished relative to that before arcins.

Despite its many important advantages, SFo aiso possesses several disadvantages. One

major problem as previously mentioned is its decomposition under electrical discharges which

form lower fluorides of sulphur including SOFz, SOzF, SF¿ and SOF¿. These products produced

are toxic and corrosive to many insulating and conducting materials. Other problems include a

high liquifaction at higher pressures which restricts the use of pure SF6 apparatus to indoor

applications or waffner geographic areas. It must be manufactured synthetically which results in a

high cost compared to traditional gases and also its dielectric strength is very sensitive to field

non-uniformity which translates to a breakdown strength governed by local field enhancement

due to protrusions, surface roughness and the presence of conducting particles in a system.

Conducting particles and surface roughness caused by machining or scratches are known to

enhance the local field stress. As a result, the intrinsic breakdown field strength of SFe cannot be

fully exploited in practical applications. For SF6 pressures of engineering interest and normal

levels of surface roughness, partial discharge (PD) inception and breakdown voltages are the



same. However, PD without breakdown can occur for protrusions above the normal surface

roughness. Conducting particles are the most frequent type of imperfection in GIS. Long, thin

(wire-like) particles can actually be lifted by the electric field and will occasionally touch an

electrode surface.

2.3 Advantages of Binary Mixtures:

The several disadvantages associated with the use of pure SFo as a dielectric medium have

spurred investigations into tailoring gas mixtures for the varied needs of the electric power

industry. Since no known single gas has been observed to meet all of the multiple needs and

operation conditions that exist in power apparatus, many mixtures have been studied with the

objective of tailoring the dielectric for a specific application.

Binary gas mixtures can frequently be classified into one of the following combinations:

o electronegative gas and a non-electronegative (buffer) gas;

c two different electronegative gases.

The electronegative and buffer gas mixture often provides the desirable property of capturing free

electrons while at the same time scattering electrons of higher energy levels. Figures 2.1 and 2.2

provide an iilust¡ative example of typical scenario. The electronegative SFo molecule can become

an SFo- ion only after it has attached itself to a free electron. However, the effective attachment

cross-section of SFø is such that only electrons in the low energy range of 0.0 to 0.2 eV may be

captured (see Section2.4). A buffer gas has no electronegative properties but rather slows down

higher energy electrons by collision. Thus, addition of a buffer gas to a concentration of SFo more

effectively slows down high energy electrons and brings them into an energy range where they

may be captured via electron attachment. Some proven buffer gases used in SFo-buffer mixtures

include H2, Nz, CO and COz; these mixtures manifest a significant positive synergism (the

difference between the measured breakdown voltages of the mixture and the partial pressure

weighted breakdown voltage of the component gases t5l). Alternatively, two different

electronegative gases may be selected with each gas having its greatest electron affinity at

different energy levels. For both types of binary gases, it is usually desirable to tailor the mixture

such that as wide an energy range as possible to minimize the number of free electrons.
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With knowledge of electron attachment, electron slowing down (buffering) and impact

ionization of gases, one may choose and design a particular gaseous dielectric for some specific

application. Probably the most effective means of preventing electrons from initiating a

breakdown is to remove them by electron attachment so that the gas molecules may form stable

negative ions. Inspection of Figure 2.2 shows that SFo, although it is an electronegative gas, can

only capture electrons of low energies since its electron attachment cross-section (see Appendix

A) becomes small for electron energies above 0.4 eV. Thus high energy electrons associated with

the enhanced field at a rough surface or at a particle will likely escape capture and initiate a

breakdown. Although electron attachment cross-sections for other electronegative gases have

been found to be higher than 0.4 eV, this becomes insignificant when the electron energies are

above I.2 eY. Thus for a good gaseous dielectric, not only must the electron attachment cross-

section be as large as possible over as wide a range as possible, but the ability to reduce electron

energies must be evident.
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SFo-Nz mixtures are widely used due to Nz's good buffering ability^. A 5\VoSFo-50ZoNz

mixture at I5Vo higher total pressure than pure SF6 exhibits the same dielectric strength at about

35Vo lower cost [6]. The SFo-Nz mixtures also have many othe¡ advantages over pure SF6 such as

a lower liquifaction temperature and a lower sensitivity to non-uniform fields and particle effects.

2.4 A Review of the Breakdown Mechanism:

As was mentioned in Section 2.3, the choice of a gaseous dielectric for a particular

application should be based on the knowledge of electron attachment, electron slowing down and

a. Nz possesses a strong negative ion resonance at about 2.3 eY which is very effective at slowing down
electrons in this energy range.



electron impact ionization properties. Figure 2.1 shows that for a particular gas, given number

density N under an applied electric fr,eld E, the free electrons attain an equilibrium energy

distribution f (e,E/l{) which is a function of the gas and E/N l1l. When the value of E/Ì,tr is low

(=1.24 x 10-16 V'cm2 for N2), f (e,EI,l) lies at lower energies and the numbe¡ of electrons capable

of ionizing the gas is negligible. However, as the voltage is inc¡eased, f(t,E/l,l) shifts to higher

energies e and for sufficiently I'rgh EI,{ the number of electrons capabie of ionizing the gas is such

that the gas makes the transition from insulator to conductor.

Figure 2.1 shows f(e,E/l{) for Nz and the limiting value of E/l,l ((EI,t)u^= 13.00 x 10-16

V'cm2). Even at this high E/l{ value only a small fraction of electrons possess sufficient energy to

induce ionization. This is denoted in Figure 2.I by the shaded area a which is a measure of the

ionization coefficient q,zl{ which can be mathematically expressed as:
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where: Io = ionization threshold energy

flte=ÍaSt mass of electron (=9.107 x 10-31 kg)

Vdnft = electron drift velocity

Ê = electron energy

o(e) = electron impact ionization cross-section.

The shaded area in Figure II.2 denoted by n is a measure of the effective electron attachment

coeffi cient n/l{ o expressed mathematically as :

where: Na = attaching gas number density

o 
"( 

e ) = electron impact attachment cross-section.

Knowledge of s/N andt1,/1,{oenables one to predict (E/|,{)u*, which for uniform fields is defined as

the value of E/l'{ at which G = n (Note: N = No for unitary electronegative gas).



3. INVESTIGATTON INTO SFó-CF4 MIXTURES

3. 1 Practical Implications:

In recent years, a large portion of the electric power industry has followed the international

trend towards the use of single pressure SFe circuit breakers and gas insulated switchgear (GIS)

for high voltage applications where good dielectric strength is essential (see Appendix B for GIS

model). In many applications, switches (often ¡eferred to as disconnectors) are necessary to

isolate components such as circuit breakers. In GIS, these disconnectors are used to isolate a

breaker from the power system after the breaker has been opened. Normally two disconnectors

are associated with each breaker, one on each side. Breakers with multiple intemrpters have

grading capacitors across the intemrpters to assure equal voltage sharing during interruption (see

Figure 3.1 for a typical power system GIS). Thus the first disconnector to be opened may have

less than the full system voltage across it, unless the voltage on the two sides go out of phase upon

opening the breaker as can happen when a generator is removed from a power system. The second

disconnector to be opened will then see a floating (capacitive) load on one side and the system on

the other. Under these circumstances, the floating side wiil follow the system side in a stepwise

manner until the contacts of the disconnector have separated sufficiently to cause clearing [8]. At

each step, a breakdown across the disconnector contacts equalizes the potential on the two sides

of the disconnector, after which the potential on the floating side remains constant while that on

the system side changes until the difference is again suffrcient to cause a breakdown.

Grading Capacitance

\ ,__l l_.,w
A Circuit

I 
Breaker

Grading Capacitance
Disconnectors
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Breaker
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orDisconnector
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Figure 3.1

þpical Circuit Configuration for a Gas Insulated Substation



Analysis of these breakdowns within the disconnector reveals inhomogeneous field (leader

or streamer) breakdowns between the electrodes. Just before such a breakdown occurs, the field is

predominantly between the disconnector electrodes. However, once the leader has completed the

path between the electrodes, they become approximately equipotential with respect to eachother

and the f,eld is predominantly from the electrodes and leader to the enclosure (ground). Now if
upon completion of the leader between the contacts, the field from a leader branch to ground is

sufficient to cause leader propagation to ground, then a ground fault will occur [8]. The

probability of such a ground fault depends on the field configuration within the disconnector

which is strongly affected by the maximum contact separation at clearing. This maximum

separation is in turn affected by the design and statistical operating characteristics of the

disconnector. In the worst case, clearing of the disconnector leaves a residual voltage (often

referred to as trapped charge) of peak system voltage on the floating side of the disconnector. In

this case, the disconnector contacts must be separated sufficiently to withstand peak-to-peak

system voltage (else another intercontact breakdown will occur which means that the

disconnector has not yet cleared). In the best case, the trapped charge will be near zero and the

contact separation at clearing will only have to withstand a little more than peak system voltage.

Thus the contact separation at clearing can vary by a factor of 2 depending on the design of the

disconnector. This will of course have implications for the magnitude of switching transients,

disconnector reliability, etc. and the statistics of trapped charge will therefore become important

to disconnector design and operation. The trapped charge in turn depends on the difference

between the withstand of the switch contacts for opposite polarities [9,10]. Switch characteristics

are generally not symmetric with polarity because the electric field configuration around the

switch contacts differs for the male and female contacts. This means that the field is more

inhomogeneous on one side than the other, a basic asymmetry given that the source of free

electrons and the breakdown process differ somewhat depending on whether the breakdown

progresses from positive to negative electrode or the reverse.

Disconnector design becomes increasingly problematic with increasing system voltage. In

circuit breakers, the number of intem:pters is increased with system voltage and hence the voltage

per intemrpting stage can be kept fairly constant. However, disconnectors must be designed with

only one intemrpting gap for all voltages. V/ith increasing voltage, the contact separation at

10



clearing increases which results in increased exposure of the periodic intercontact leaders to

ground. To a large degree, the extensive investigations of inhomogeneous field breakdown in SFo

were motivated by the need to design reliable disconnectors of ever higher voltage. With the

improved understanding that has resulted from such studies, many aspects of disconnector and

other component design and evaluation (for instance sensitivity to defects) can now be undertaken

analytically, which has the important beneficial implications for system design and reliability.

Unfortunately, when SFo is becomes pressurized its condensation or liquifaction

temperature greatly increases (=-30 "C @ 400 kPa) which makes it impractical for use in

switchgear designed for outdoor operation in geographic areas where temperatures frequently

plummet well below -30 'C. To overcome the liquifaction problems associated with pressurized

SFe, manufacturers often mix Nz with SFo. However, the thermal capability of SFo-Nz mixtures

has been observed to be much lower than the thermal capability of pure SFo [1i] which leads to a

necessary current derating ofelectrical apparatus under short line fault conditions.

In attempt to overcome the reduction in thermal capability of SFo-Nz gas mixtures and to

maintain a full intemrpting rating of equipment should fault conditions arise, one possible option

might be to compensate for the SFo-Nz mixture's reduced thermal capability by the inclusion of

more grading capacity across the apparatus (circuit breaker or disconnector as was previously

outlined) as well as shunt capacity connected at the line side. Unfortunately, choosing too high a

value of grading capacity posses an increased risk of ferroresonance conditions. There is also a

large expense involved with the addition of shunt capacity which may not be economically

feasible. Thus, a second possible option might be to select or tailor a gaseous dielectric that

maintains the thermal capability of pure SFo while at the same time retaining the low liquifaction

characteristic of SFo-Nz. At least one manufacturer has discovered that a mixture of SFo-CF¿

satisfies these criteria at a fraction of the cost of implementing the first option.

SFo-CF¿ gas mixtures were introduced as a dielectric medium in electrical apparatus to

satisfy the same low-temperature purposes as the SFo-Nz mixtures; they even offer better arc

quenching properties which make them appropriate for use in circuit breaker technology. Several

preliminary investigations carried out by manufacturers and utilities have determined that the

ll



SF6.çpo mixtures have some practical advantages over SF6-N2, though there is still a great deal

that is not known about these mixtures. For example, how does the dielectric strength of SF6-CF+

vary for various mixture proportions? How does the breakdown strength vary for different types

of voltage stresses and for different field gaps? These are some typical questions that this thesis

research attempts to answer experimentally. In lieu of an extensive analytical study into the

dielectric characteristic of SF6-CF¿, it seems more practical and expedient to limit the

investigation to one based on experimental observation; the results of which can be further

investigated at some future time if so desired. The preceding chapter was included to provide the

reader with a basic understanding of the mechanisms involved with ionization and attachment in

gases and how dielectrics may be selected o¡ tailored to suit a specific application. An exhaustive

amount of research into dielectric physics and the breakdown mechanism has been conducted

within the last century and can be found in the literature. The purpose of this research is to

investigate some physical properties of a gaseous dielectric that has proved useful in the design of

efficient and cost effective switchgear. Emphasis is placed on trends found in the experimental

data and how these trends can reflect real-worid scenarios.

3.2 Some Physical Properties of CF¿ and the Fluorocarbon Family:

Gaseous fluorocarbons have long been of interest in high voltage applications because of

their generally inert character and high dielectric strength. Fluorine chemistry is rather unique in

that fluorine (the most reactive element in the periodic table) attacks nearly all other substances

with the peculiar result that many of the combinations are among the most inert substances. For

example, when fluorine attacks sulphur, the product (SFo) becomes chemically, thermally and

electrically stable. Other fluorogases including the Freons and fluorocarbons also offer high

dielectric strength, low temperature of condensation (liquifaction), chemical inertness, non-

toxicity, non-flammability and good heat conduction.

Fluorocarbon gases manifest wide variations in dielectric strength, however all invariably

show a breakdown voltage which is greater than that of air or Nz. Figures 3.2 and 3.3 based on

work by Camilli et aJ. lI2,I3l show the dielectric strength of typical fluorocarbon gases as

affected by pressure when tested under positive standard lightning impulse and 60 Hz ac voltages.
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It can be seen from the standard lightning impulse tests in a highly non-uniform field that

the dielectric strength of SFe remains substantially higher than that of CF¿ for all pressures tested

(atmospheric to =200 kPa), but it is also seen that the breakdown voltages for CF¿ are at least 30

kV larger than those for Nz for all pressures tested. Thus, even though CF¿ and Nz (and air) are

comparable under uniform field conditions, it is evident that the electronegativity of CF¿ comes

into pìay when the field becomes divergent. Non-uniform fields are very difficult to analyze but at

the same time are considerably important from a practical point of view. There have been several

publications covering the breakdown in non-uniform fields [14,15,16]. It has been well

established that under uniform fields, the breakdown voltages of fluorogases (including SFo)

increase linearly with increasing gas pressure as can be seen in Figure 3.3. However, in the case of

non-uniform fields, Paschen's Lawa [3] is generally not valid since the equation:

Nr, = €

where: N., -.critical electron concentration giving rise to a streamer

cx = effective ionization constant

I = Eap length (distance)

is not a function of the product pressure.distance. Breakdown voltages normally show an increase

with gas pressure, but anomalies arising from space charge effects are sometimes observed.

An anomaly associated with the effect of pressure on non-uniform field gaps show that

breakdown voltage increases with gas pressure to a maximum value at some pressure pmax. Above

pma' there exists a regime of decreasing breakdown voltage with increasing pressure until a

critical pressure prrt is attained. At pressures above pcrn therc is a slow increase of breakdown

voltage with pressure [14,15]. This anomalous pressure effect has been observed only in

electronegative gases and is not evident in non-attaching gases such as Nz (see Figure 3.2). A

possible explanation to this phenomenon is that streamer propagation across the gap is enhanced

by reduced positive ion concentration and that photo-ionization may occur at higher pressures.

a. For a uniform electric field the breakdown voltage is a unique function of the product of pressure and the
electrode separation for a particular gas and electrode material.

Jouo'
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Figure 3.4
Tlpical Electron Attachment Rate Constants for Various Fluorocarbons

Figure 3.4 shows CF+ to have good electron attachment properties for electron energies > 2.5 eY

and from Table 3.1 it can be seen that CF¿ has a much lower critical temperatursa 1-47 .3 oC) and a

much higher critical pressureb (=3725 kPa) than all other fluorocarbons which are both very

desirable properties for a gaseous dielectric.

Thble 3.1
Properties of Some Selected Fluorocarbons

a. That temperature above which a gas cannot be liquified by the application of pressure.
b. The minimum pressure under which a substance may exist as a gas in equilibrium with the liquid while

being maintained at the critical temperature,

Formula Generic or Chemical Name
Relative

Dielectric
Strength

Boiling
Point

oc

Freezing
Point

oc

Critical
Temp.

OC

Critical
Press.
kPa

CF¿ Freon-14 128.0 184.0 -47.3 3723.2

CzFo hexafluoro ethane 1.8 -78.0 -101.0 24.3 3288.8

C:Fs octafluoropropane 2.0 -37.0 -160.0 70.5 2675.2

C+Flo decafluorobutane )5 -2.5 -80.0 t 13.0 2013.3

CsFlz dodecafluoroDentane 2.8 29.3 125.5 na na

SFo sulphurhexafluoride 2.0-2.5 -63.0 -50.8 54.0 3723.2
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Ironically, the main disadvantage associated with the use of CF¿ as a dielectric is not science

related but rather, bureaucracy related. Back in the mid-1950's when the Freon gases were

considered ideal alternatives to ammonia for refrigerants due to their good chemical stability and

Iow toxicity to humans, CF+ was defined by government standards as Freon-14. Aside from being

excellent refrigerants, the Freon family also manifested desirable electrical insulation properties

and when used as dielectric gases, showed the expected electronegative characteristics of a typical

halogen substituent. Freons are cha¡acterized by a high dielectric strength which in some

instances has been cited to be equal to 8.5 times that of Nz [4]. What was not known back in the

mid 1950's however (and indeed not until the last decade), was that Freon gases have the ability

to deteriorate ozone via chemical reaction. Subsequently, a significant depletion of the

atmospheric ozone layer that protects the Earth's surface from the Sun's harmful ultraviolet

spectral frequencies has prompted authorities to impose a global ban on the synthesis of all Freon

gases by 1997.

Although the gas CF¿ has been generically labelled Freon-14, this is a misnomer as Freon

gases typicaliy contain atoms of carbon, fluorine and chlorine and are referred to as chlorinated

fluorocarbons (coined "CFC's" by the non-scientif,c public). In reality CF+ is the only Freon that

does not contain the chlorine atom which is responsible for atmospheric ozone layer depletion.

Obtaining a adequate supply of CF¿ to perform the research for this thesis was diff,cult to say the

least' Just the mention of the word Freon invokes an apprehension which is not just isolated to the

non-scientific community. The first bottle of CF¿ used to perform the preliminary work for this

thesis was supplied from a manufacturer in Canada who at the time stated that no further CF¿

would be manufactured in this country due to its "environmentally adverse nature". When two

additional bottles were required a few months later, the supplier had ceased distributing the gas

due to government pressure for an all-out ban on Freons. As a result, the second and third bottles

had to be ordered from the United States and did not arrive at the University of Manitoba for
several months. It will be interesting to see if any additional supply cF¿ will be obtainable (at

least in Canada) should any future research into this work be considered. Unfortunately, it is a

government decision that CF¿ be banned from manufacturing and use by 1997 and unless any

lobbying can be accomplished which classifies CF¿ as a non-Freon its use as a dielectric eas will
likelv be terminated.
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4. EXPERIMENTAL APPARATUS

4.1 Circuits Used:

For the experimental studies of this thesis work, four high voltage circuits were employed to

stress the SFo-CF¿ dielectric mixtures:

o Positive Lightning Standard Impulse (=I.2 x 50 psec)

e Positive Switching Standard Impulse (=250 x 2500 psec)

o Positive Polarity Direct Current

e 60 Hz Alternating Cunent.

The circuit schematics and photographs of these setups are found in Figures 4.t-4.8.

Several different types of field gap were also employed to test the integrity of the dielectric

mixtures under conditions which were considered to be representative of actual electrical

apparatus. Each of the voltage stress types listed above (with the exception of dc) were applied to

the following field configurations:

o Uniform Field Gao-

Sphere-Sph"r" ,QUr., mm) gap of 5 mm

c Quasi Uniform Field Gap-

Rod (Q5 mm)-Sphere (Q62.5 mm) gap of 5 mm

o Highly Non Uniform Field Gap-

Point (Q10 mm Rod tapered 30o to a tip of Q1.0 mm)-Sphere (Q62.5 mm)

gap of variable length (0 mm to 30 mm).

Photographs of the uniform, quasi-uniform and highly non-uniform field gaps will be shown in

Chapter 5 along with pictures showing detailed views of the point electrode prior to and after

breakdown testing as seen by a scanning microscope at a magnification factor of 50. The "point"

was effectively a spherical cap with radius of = 0.5 mm.
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TVG
(4-Stage)

Test RC Divider
Chamber (4-Stage)

Figure 4.1

Circuit to Generate 1.2 x 50 ¡tsec Standard Lightning Impulse Voltages (Positive Polarity)

Figure 4.2
Photograph of Actual Circuit Shown in Figure 4.1
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IVG
(8-Stage)

Capacitive Tesr RC Divider
Divider Chamber (4-Stage)

Figure 4.3
Circuit to Generate 250 x 2500 ¡rsec Standard Switching Impulse Voltages (Positive Polarity)

Figure 4.4
Photograph of Actual Circuit Shown in Figure 4.3
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2000000 ç)

dc Supply
(200 kV @ 1.5 mA)

Figure 4.5
Circuit to Generate High Voltage dc

Figure 4.6
Photograph of Actual Circuit Shown in Figure 4.5
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560000 C¿

HVac Supply

105.55 pF
Standard Capacitor

Figure 4.7
Circuit to Generate High Voltage ac

Figure 4.8
Photograph of Actual Circuit Shown in Figure 4.7
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4.2The Test Chamber:

The test chamber consisted of a fibreglass resin cylinder (0350 Írm x 825 mm) fitted with a

brass plate (0560 Írm x 20 mm) at each end. The rated pressure of the vessel was specified as 700

kPa by the manufacturer. An acrylic frame was positioned inside the cylinder to support the

electrodes (see Figure 4.9). A small dc motor geared to 3/4 rpm was used to rotate the bottom

(earthed) electrode for gap adjustment. The shaft of the earthed electrode had a thread pitch such

that one revolution corresponded to 1 mm linear motion. The shaft was also graduated so that

measurements of gap length could be made with +15.0 x 10-3 mm accuracy (see Figure 4.10).

--{8 y'l

Legend
l. Brass End Plates
2. Fibreglass Resin Cylinder
3. Observation Portholes
4. Acrylic Support Bracket

5. Small dc Motor
6. Mixing Fan
7. Spring Connector
8. High Voltage Connector
9. Field Gap (variable length)

Figure 4.9
Cross-Sectional View of Test Chamber (Not to Scale)
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Figure 4.10
Detail View of Test Chamber Gap-Adjustment Mechanism

The direction of rotation of the gap adjustment mechanism was controlled by means of two

double pole-double throw switches which could be operated from outside the chamber.

4.3 Gas Filling Procedure and Pressure Monitoring:

Prior to filling the test chamber with gas the vessel was evacuated to 0.0013 k?a (=9.91 roro

Hg), flushed with prepurified Nz (99.995Vo) and then evacuated a second time to 0.0013 kPa. The

test gas was then admitted into the chamber and the pressure was monitored by a Matheson

pressure gauge (fl.Zí%o error). Originally the gases were admitted into the chamber (see

Appendix C for f,lling technique) and allowed to settle with no mixing. After the first phase of

testing it was found that the breakdown voltages for SF6-CF¿ mixtures under uniform field

conditions were highly erratic (see Figure 4.ll). Previous testing under similar conditions by

others [11] have shown a linear reiation for breakdown voltages of SF6-CF¿ as a function of ToSFo

content per volume. These erratic data were believed to have been caused by two possibilities:
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When two or more dissimilar gases are allowed to settle in a closed vessel with

no internal circulation they will form layers due their individual densities; this

may lead to some breakdown instability at the layer interfaces.

Over a period of a few days the pressure in the test chamber was found to drop

by a fraction of a kiloPascal, thus if the gases inside the chamber were layered,

then clearly they were not leaking out at the original mixing ratio; this also

may lead to erratic breakdown voltage data.
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Figure 4.11
Sphere-Sphere (Q62.5 mm) Electrodes,5 mm Field Gap,300 kPa (before chamber refitting work)
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In attempt to rectify these anomalies the chamber was completely dismantled and refitted with

new parts. O-rings were custom manufactured and installed at the interface between the fibreglass

resin cyiinder and each brass endplate, existing copper pressure lines were replaced with new

nylon lines where required, existing ferules and valves were replaced with new ones where

necessary and a small mixing fan was fastened to the acrylic support frame to provide internal

circulation for the gases. Finally, the complete pressure system was charged to 700 kPa and all

connections and interfaces were thoroughly checked for leaks with a soap and water solution. A

repeat of the test of Figure 4.1 1 showed good agreement with Reference 17 data (see Figure 4.I2).
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Figure 4.12
Sphere-Sphere (Q 62.5 mm) Electrodes,5 mm Field Gap,300 kPa (after chamber refitting work)
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4.4 Test Procedures:

4.4.1 Standard Lightning Impulse Voltage Tests:

An approximate L2 x 50 psec positive polarity impulse voltage was generated in

accordance to IEC 60-1 Standards [18], the circuit of which is illustrated in Figure 4.i. The

purpose of this test was to observe the effects of fast-fronted voltage stresses on the SF6-CF¿

mixtures. For determination of the 50Vo breakdown voltage, the Up and Down Method [18] was

used starting from a reference voltage stress and either going up or down 3Vo depending on

whether a withstand or breakdown occurred. Due to the large amount of data generated from

testing process, a computer program in C was written to calculate the 50Vo breakdown voltage and

the standard deviation from a set of data (see Appendix D for program listing). For each test, no

less than 15 shots were applied with a 1 minute waiting interval between each shot. Figures 4.13

and 4.14 show respectively the voltage magnitude as a function of front and tail times of the

generated impulse. The wave front was calculated based on a rise of 30Vo-90Vo of the peak value.

/-

Figure 4.13
Standard Lightning Impulse Wave Front

(Time Scale = 1.0 psec/div)

Figure 4.14
Standard Lightning Impulse Wave Tail

(Time Scale = 10.0 Usec/div)
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4.4.2 Standard Switching Impulse Voltage Tests:

Since most electrical switchgear and circuit breakers are subject to a greater number of

mechanical switching surges than actual lightning surges in their operational lifetimes it was

considered feasible to study the effects of slow-fronted voltage stresses on the gas dielectric under

test. In standard lightning voltage tests an insulation is subjected to a very large dv/dt vaIue,

whereas in standard switching voltage tests the insulation must be able to withstand a high voltage

stress for a long period of time since dv/dt is much smaller; thus manufacturers and utilities may

find the data from the latter to be of more practical relevance. To conduct this test an approximate

250 x 2500 ¡rsec positive polarity impulse was generated in accordance to IEC 60-1 Standards

[18], the circuit of which is shown in Figure 4.3. The Up and Down Method was again used to

determine the 5OVo breakdown voltage and standard deviation of the test data. As with the

standard lightning voltage investigations, no less than 15 shots were applied for each test with 1

minute waiting interval between each shot. Figures 4.15 and 4.16 show respectively the voltage

magnitude as a function of front and tail times. The front of the generated impulse was calculated

from the actual origin to the voltage peak.

/' [-

Figure 4.15
Standard Switching Impulse Wave Front

(Time Scale = 50 psec/div)

Figure 4.16
Standard Switching Impulse \ilave Tail

(Time Scale = 500 lrsec/div)
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4.4.3 Positive Polarity dc and 60Hz ac Voltage Tests:

To test the integrity of the SF6-CF¿ mixtures under non-transient, steady state conditions, 60

Hz ac and positive polarity dc voltage stresses were applied to the gas mixtures until breakdown

occurred. The testing procedure was carried out as specified in the IEC 60-1 Standards [18] and

no less than 5 voltage applications were made for each test with a 1 minute waiting interval

between each application. The arithmetic mean breakdown voltage was taken as the 50Vo

breakdown voltage was determined as follows:

È ry__).
rl 'F v BD'i
Y<n - /.-

-ni= I

where: Vso = 50Vo breakdown voltage

VnD = breakdown voltage at application i

n = total number of applications.

The standard deviation of the data was then calculated using the following equation:

"=[,å

( (Vnù i-
2

n

where: o= standard deviation.

Finally, corrected values for pressure and temperature were calculated using the following:

vrr)'
1

2

29s.rs lKl
Temperature lKf

Corona inception voltage was measured on a cathode ray oscilloscope across a current shunt

resistor of 5 kQ connected in the chamber ground. This technique worked well for higher voltages

however for lower voltages (< 50 kV) and for pure SF6 no observable corona could be measured

on the oscilioscope. Protection was provided by a sphere gap in shunt with the 5 kO resistor.

tl _ (PressurefkPal\ (
v Corrected - \, 101.325 t/.prf / | ) u,o
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5. RESULTS OF EXPERIMENTAL RESEARCTI

5.1 Uniform Field Conditions:

As mentioned in Section 4.3, before refitting the chamber with new parts the data obtained

for SFo-CF¿ mixtures were very erratic. However, after the installation of a mixing fan inside the

chamber and ensuring the vessel was well sealed from any leaks, the test data became much more

stable and appeared to be in good agreement with previously obtained results by others. Figure

5.1 shows a view of uniform (Sphere-Sphere) electrode configuration for a fixed gap length.

Figure 5.1
Photogragh of Uniform (Sphere-Sphere) Field Configuration at a Fixed Gap of 5 mm

This photo was taken at the onset of the experiment prior to the chamber refitting work (notice the

gap length had to be manually set by rotating the lower sphere to the desired height). After setting

the gap, the chamber cylinder was lowered over the electrode arrangement and sealed by

tightening the chamber lug bolts. There was a considerable degree of error involved with this gap

setting procedure due to the fact that once the chamber was sealed there was no means of

monitoring the gap length other than a visual inspection through the observation portholes.
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The data obtained

Sphere-Sphere gap

Figure 5.2.

with the positive lightning impulse and

length of 5 mm as a function of ToSFo at

ac voltage breakdowns for a fixed

300 kPa pressure are shown again in
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Figure 5.2
Breakdown Voltages of SFo-CF¿ Mixtures (Sphere-Sphere (Q62.5 mm), 5 mm gap, 300 kPa pressure)

The magnitudes of the positive lightning impulse and ac are comparable with eachother; the

positive impulse breakdowns are slightly higher than those for ac but are in good agreement with

results obtained by others [11,17]. For the preliminary tests no dc source was available, though for

uniform field gaps, breakdown under positive polarity dc should be similar to ac breakdown data.

--=x- +ve Lightning lmpulse
_______o_ 60 Hz ac (Peak)
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5.2 Quasi-Uniform Field Conditions:

After the accuracy of the testing technique was established and the reproducibility of data

proved, the test chamber was opened and the Sphere-Sphere electrode gap replaced with a Rod-

Sphere gap (see Figure 5.3). The Q3 mm rod was hemispherically capped at one end and the gap

length was fixed at 5 mm (this electrode configuration was assembled and tested under voltage

stresses prior to the installation of the gap adjustment mechanism, although the gas mixing fan

had already been installed).

Figure 5.3

Photograph of Rod (Q3 mm)'sphere (Q62.5 mm) geometry with field gap of 5 mm

The purpose for this choice of electrode configuration was to setup a non-uniform field condition,

though with the small fixed gap length the field distribution turned out to be quasi-uniform as the

breakdown voltage data of Figure 5.4 indicates. It may have been beneficial to scan images of the

hemispherically capped rod prior to and after completion of the testing with a microscope for

analysis and archival purposes; unforfunately this was not considered at the time.
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Figure 5.4
Breakdown Voltages of SFc-CF¿ Mixtures under Quasi-Uniform Field, 300 kPa Pressure

Investigation of these data reveal some interesting trends. The overall linearity of the curves

confirm a quasi-uniform field condition. However, unlike the uniform field data of Figure 5.2,the

lightning impulse breakdown voltage magnitudes of Figure 5.4 a¡e on average L5-25 kV higher

than the ac magnitudes; this relation suggests a lack of sufficient time for the establishment of

space charge. The SFo-CF¿ mixtures also appear to have good dielectric properties for quasi-

uniform field conditions, though the breakdown voltages are well below those obtained for the

uniform field conditions. A comparison test with SFo-Nz mixtures showed the well-established

synergism relation [19] which was further indication of a quasi-uniform field.

--rt- +ve Lightning lmpulse
-_-o- +ve Polarity dc
----r--- 60 Hz ac (Þeak)
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5.3 Highly Non-Uniform Field Conditions:

Until this point alt testing had been conducted under fixed gap conditions. Due to the limited

scope of observations that can be made for a single gap length and the high cost of CF¿ compared

to other more common gases, it was considered beneficial to devise a gap-adjustment mechanism

to extend the scope of observations to several gap lengths. The earthed electrode was fitted with

an isolated dc motor geared to 3/4 rpm (see Figures 4.9 and 4.10 for views of the gap- adjustment

mechanism), the shaft of which was th¡eaded such that I revolution = 1 mm linear displacement.

Both the gas mixing fan and the gap-adjustment motor were wired so that they could be

independently controlled from outside the chamber; this eliminated the need to open the chamber

for reasons other than changing electrodes. Figure 5.5 shows a picture of the Point-Sphere

electrode configuration used for the non-uniform testing.

Figure 5.5
rod tapered by 30" to a tip of S1.0 mm)-Sphere(Q62.5 mm) GeometryPhotograph of Point (Q10 mm



Using the gap-adjustment mechanism, any gap length within the range of 0 to 30 mm could

be accurately measured and maintained. Figure 5.5 also shows the acrylic support bracket and the

vulcanized high vacuum O-rings. Prior to testing, both support bracket and inside of the chamber

cylinder were thoroughly wiped down with methanol (proper choice of cleaning solvent is critical

and care must be exercised not to use hydrocarbon (petroleum) based solvents such as Varsol that

leave a f,lm and could diminish the dielectric properties of the insulated materials). Before the

chamber cylinder was lowered, a thin layer of high vacuum grease was applied to the O-rings to

ensure a good seal once the chamber lug bolts were tightened.

Figures 5.6 and 5.7 show a x50 magnif,cation of the tip of the point electrode prior to and

after completion of testing. The "point" electrode was fabricated from a S10 mm rod. The rod was

then conically tapered by machining to an angle of 30o and terminated by a tip of =0.5 mm

radiusa.

Figure 5.6
Profile of Point Electrode Prior to Testing

(Image at x50 magnification)

Figure 5.7
Profile of Point Electrode After Testing

(Image at x50 magnifiç¿1ie¡¡

Figure 5.7 shows that =0.08 mm of the tip was burned off as a result of the =300 consecutive tests

performed, however no significant carbon deposits where observed on the electrode surface.

a, The actual radius was checked under a microscope and found to be 0.44 mm.
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With a fixed pressure of 200 kPa gauge (=29.0 psig) chosen to be representative of practical

apparatus operating pressures while at the same time conserving the usage of CF¿, a series of tests

were conducted to establish the breakdown strength of SFo-CF¿ mixtures under highly non-

uniform field conditions. Two categories of tests were carried out independently, the results of

which will be presented in detail in the following sub-sections. The first category of tests

(Category A) consisted of applying voltage stresses to gap lengths of 10, 20,25 and 30 mm. The

voltage stresses applied were as follows:

1. Standard Lightning Impulse (=L2 x 50 psec)

2. Positive Polarity dc

3. 60Hz ac.

The second category of tests consisted of the following voltage stresses for gap lengths of 10, 20

and 30 mm:

1. Standard Switching Impulse (=250 x 2500 psec)

2. Positive Polarity dc and Corona Inception Measurement

3. 60Hz ac and Corona Inception Measurement.

The purpose of repeating the positive polarity dc and ac breakdown voltage tests was twofold:

first to ensure that the data measured in Category A was reproducible and second, to measure the

onset of corona which was not performed in Category A. The circuit schematics and photographs

of the above test setups have already been presented in Section 4.1 and will not be repeated here.

Emphasis in this section is placed on the experimental results obtained from the testing and the

trends that appear in the experimental data.

5.3.1 Category A Test Results:

The Category A tests commenced with filling the chamber to a pressure of 200 kPa with CF¿

C.P. grade (99.8Vo) and setting the gap length to 10 mm. The high voltage test circuits were

arranged such that all three voltage types (impulse, dc and ac) were easily accessible, thus

minimizing the down time between each test. For a test gap length, each type of voltage stress was

applied in turn and upon completion of a set of tests, the gap was adjusted to a new length and the

process repeated. Each gap length was "calibrated" by first establishing a zeîo gap with the use of
an Ç)-meter across the high voltage electrode and ground and then counting the number of
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revolutions the earthed electrode made as the gap length was increased. Since the shaft of the

earthed electrode was graduated in 5o increments, the resulting measuring error was no greater

than 1 *¡¡"(360' x 2)-t = 0.0015 mm. Upon completion of the Category A tests, the 50Vo

breakdown voltages and standard deviations were calculated as specified in Section 4.4, the data

of which are presented in the following figures.

Figure 5.8 shows the results obtained from the standard lightning impulse tests with the

100%SFe and the I\}VoCfu curves defining respectively the upper and lower breakdown limits.

110

20
Eleotrode Gap Length [mm]

Figure 5.8
Standard Lightning Impulse Breakdown Voltages (Point (Q1.0 mm)-Sphere (Q62.5 mm),200 kPa Pressure)
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An interesting trend of these data are the initial sharp increases in breakdown voltage with the

addition of the frrst 10Vo of SFo to CF¿. All further increases of SFo to the mixture reveal only a

linear rise in breakdown voltage until the maximum is attained at I00Vo SFo. Unfortunately, SF6-

CF+ mixtures comprising less than 107oSF6 per value were not investigated in this research.

However it is evident that the dielectric strength of CF¿ which by itself is not much higher than Nz

for uniform fields, can be significantly improved by addition an incremental amount of CF¿.

The positive polarity dc breakdown voltage data are presented next in Figure 5.9.
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Figure 5.9
Positive Polarity dc Breakdown Voltages (Point (Q1.0 mm)-Sphere (962.5 mm),200 kPa Pressure)
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A noteable feature of these data is the strong positive synergism occurring in gap lengths > 20

mm. Apparently as the field becomes increasingly divergent, the synergistic effect of the SFo-CF+

mixture becomes more prominent. A possible explanation of the mechanism at work here may lie

in the fact that CF¿ has high electronegative properties for higher electron energies (typically >

2.5 eV). As the field becomes more non-uniform the electrons, because of their high mobility are

drawn towa¡ds the positive point and ionization by electron collision takes place in the high field

region close to the point. As electrons are drawn towards the anode (point), the positive space

charge left behind causes a reduction in the field strength close to the point while at the same time

increasing the field further away from it. As the space charge propagates further into the gap the

field strength at the tip of the space charge may be high enough to initiate a cathode-directed

streamer which in SFo or CF¿ alone would lead to breakdown of the gap. However, for SF6-CF¿

mixtures it appears that the electronegative CF¿ might attach to itself some of the high energy

electrons thus greatly reducing the probability of a cathode directed streamer that would

otherwise lead to a complete breakdown.

For the smallest gap length investigated (10 mm) a phenomenon similar to that observed

under the lightning impulse voltages of Figure 5.8 is observed, namely a significant increase in

dielectric strength by addition of the frrst IjVo of SFe to CF¿. However, whereas 1007oSFe defines

the upper limit of breakdown voltage for the lightning impulses, for positive polarity dc the

1007oSFo lies betweenthe 1.00VoCF¿ and the mixtures of SFc-CF¿. At the time of this writing it is

not known whether or not other researchers have investigated mixtures of SFo-CF+ under highly

non-uniform field conditions, however an interesting paper was published in the late 1940's [20]

which investigated the breakdown strengths of SFo and other fluorocarbons (individually) under

highly divergent fields. Comparison of the breakdown data for 1007oSFo and IO)VICF+ gathered

during this thesis research with that of the data gathered in Reference 14 shows very good

agreement. Unfortunately, due to time constraints and the limited supply of CF¿, testing at only a

single pressure (200 kPa) was possible.

The ac data of Figure 5.10 show a similar breakdown voitage trend to that observed for the

positive polarity dc, although the smallest gap length (10 mm) indicates no positive synergism as

SFo is added to CF+; the breakdown voltage data here are very similar to those of Figure 5.8.
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Figure 5.10
60 Hz ac Breakdown Voltages (Point (Q1.0 mm)-Sphere (Q62.5 mm), 2(X) kPa Pressure)

The ac breakdown voltage data share several similarities with the positive dc breakdown voltage

data such as a large increase in breakdown strength after addition of the first l}Vo of SFo to CF¿,

the highest breakdown voltage levels generally occurring for a mixture of 257oSFø-757oCF+ and

the strong positive synergism occurring for increasing divergency of fields (gap lengths > 20

mm). Figure 5.10 also shows that the breakdown voltage levels of ac are slightly higher than those

for dc. This may be a result of particle accumulation inside the chamber due to the large number

of breakdowns under which the electrodes were subjected. Under dc stress, these particles may

have formed conduction paths which would not have occurred under the time varying ac stresses.

----x- 0%sF6-100%cF4
______T_ 

1 0%sF6_90T}CF4
------T-- 25%SF6-75%CF4
-----r-- 50%SF6-50%CF4
--------+- 75%SF6-25%CF4

-#- 
100%sF6-0%cF4
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All data presented in Figures 5.8,5.9 and 5.10 were plotted as breakdown voltage versus

gap length. However, additional information can also be obtained by considering a single gap

length and plotting breakdown voltage as a function of ToSFo per volume. For the Category A

tests, two gaps lengths were selected: a i0 mm gap length the data for which is presented in

Figure 5.11 and a25 mm gap length for which data is shown in Figure 5.12. The 25 mm gap

length was selected as a check for data validity. Testing was initially planned for only three gap

lengths (10, 20 and 30 mm) but after observation of the large positive synergism activity

occurring in highly divergent fields, it was considered worthwhile to include a fourth gap length.

25 50 75
%SF6 per Volume [Electrode Gap Length=10 mm]

Figure 5.L1

Breakdown Voltage as a Function of ToSFo (10 mm gap,200 kPa pressure)
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Figure 5.12
Breakdown Voltage as a Function of ToSFo (25 mm gap, 200 kPa pressure)

The 10 rnm gap length shows a higher initial increase in breakdown voltage with addition of

the first IÙVo of SFe to CF¿. AII subsequent additions of SFo to the SFo-CF¿ mixture give a linear

relation except for the low impulse breakdown voltage in the 25 mm gap length which could have

been the result of asperities on one of the electrode surfaces or possibly an insuff,cient number of

voltage applications.

Whereas the lightning impulse data show a relatively linear relation for all gap settings for

SFo-CF¿ mixtures containing > 107oSFo per volume, the positive polarity dc and 60 Hz ac test

75
Length=25 mml
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results show a definite positive synergism for all gap lengths with the largest breakdown values

occurring for the =25VoSFø-75VoCFq mixtures. Both Figures 5.11 and 5.I2 reveal significant

increases in breakdown voltages after the addition of the first 10Vo of SFo to CF¿ (=60 kV increase

for 25 mm gap). There is an anomaly associated with these data in that the dc breakdown voltage

values are higher than those for ac in a 10 mm gap iength though the ac breakdown voltage down

values become higher than dc for a25 mm gap length. An explanation of this behaviour might be

that the time varying ac may increase the sensitivity of SF6-CF¿ mixtures for small gap lengths

whereas under dc stress the field remains relatively constant and increases only in intensity, finally

breaking down from streamer propagation or particle accumulation in the gap. As the gap length

is increased, the time varying ac may have less effect on the sensitivity of SF6-CF¿ and since no

particle accumulation can occur, the breakdown voltage values become higher than those for dc.

As a validity check, the ac and dc breakdown voltage data for 1007oSFe under highly non-uniform

fields were checked with data by others 120,2I,22,23] and found to be in very good agreement.

5.3.2 Category B Test Results:

Upon completion of the Category A tests, the test chamber was evacuated to a pressure of

0.0013 k?a (=9.61 mm Hg), flushed with prepurified Nz (99.995Vo) and then evacuated a second

time to 0.0013 kPa. After a visual inspection of the point and sphere electrodes to ensure that they

were both free from any defects, SFo of C.P. grade (99.8Vo) was admitted until a chamber pressure

of 20 kPa was attained. CF¿ of C.P. grade (99.8Vo) was then admitted until a 200 kPa chamber

pressure was attained giving a mixture of 107oSFe -9jVoCF¿.

As was stated in Section V.3 the main purpose of this final phase of testing was to obtain

data for standard switching impulse voltage stresses though it was later found worthwhile to

repeat the positive polarity dc and 60 Hz ac tests not only for conf,rmation of data validity but also

to measure the onset of corona (corona inception). Unfortunately, time constraints prevented the

investigation of the 25 mm gap lengths and tests for only three gap lengths were performed (10,

20 and 30 mm). Also testing was not performed in I007o CF4 as there was not a sufficient supply

of this gas to fill the chamber to a pressure of 200 kPa. The same measuring technique used for the

lightning voltage tests were used for the switching voltage tests (see Figure 5.13 for data).
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Figure 5.13
Standard Switching Impulse Breakdown Voltages (Point (S1.0 mm)-Sphere (S62.5 mm),200 kPa Pressure)

These data show trends that are in very good agreement with the Category A positive

polarity dc and 6OHz ac results. Figure 5.13 gives indication of a strong positive synergism that

holds for all three gap settings, although at a gap length of 30 mm the breakdown voltages diverge

somewhat from the data measured for the 10 mm and 20 mm gap lengths. As with the lightning

voltage tests, the breakdowns in each mixture for switching surge tests increases linearly with

increasing gap length. The main difference is for the lightning voltage tests, 1007oSFo defined the

upper limit of breakdown strength whereas for ac, dc and switching surge tests, 1007oSFe

breakdown is the lowest of all SF6-CF¿ mixtures (with the exception of l})VoCF¿,).

---i(- 10%sF6-90%cF4
------Ï-25%SF6-75%}F4
______û_ 50%SF6_50%CF4-----+- 75%SF6-25%CF4Y 100%sF6-0%cF4
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Breakdown voltages under highly non-uniform fields of various gap lengths are presented in

Figures 5.14 and 5.15. The Category B tests also included corona inception voltages. The strong

synergism that is evident in the Figure 5.9 test is again observed in Figure 5.14. IO}VoSFo has the

lowest breakdown voltage except at the 10 mm gap where it has the highest breakdown voltage

(with the exception of lO}VoCF¿). An anomaly observed in the data of Figure 5.14 are the

unusually low breakdown values observed for l5VoSF6-25VoCFd and 1007oSF6 at the 20 mm gap

setting. This phenomenon may be a result of particle accumulation due to the time invariant

voltaee stresses.

20
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Figure 5.14
Positive Polarity dc Breakdown Voltages (Point (Q1.0 mm)-Sphere (Q62.5 mm),200 kPa Pressure)
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Figure 5.15 shows 60Hz ac breakdown voltage data for gap lengrhs of 10, 20 and 30 mm.

Inspection of these breakdown voltages shows good agreement with data obtained in Category A.

A positive synergism effect is observed everywhere except in the 10 mm gap length where the

b¡eakdown voltages of 75VoSFø-25VoCFa, and 1007oSFo seem unusually high. Conversely, these

same mixtures have unusually low values for the 20 mm gap length, aithough this may be the

result of particle contamination or a siight degradation of the gas. The corona inception voltages

forboth Figures 5.14 and 5.15 follow closely the trends of the breakdown voltage curves and are

in good agreement with non-uniform field theory.
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Figure 5.15
60 Hz ac Breakdown voltages (Point (91.0 mm)-sphert (S62.5 mm), 200 kpa pressure)
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Figures 5.16 and 517 show respectively the breakdown voltage as a function of %SF6 per

volume for gap lengths of 20 and 30 mm. The data are in good agreement with the results

obtained from the Category A tests and for both gap lengths the ac breakdown voltage values are

slightly higher than those for positive dc. It is speculated here that the dc breakdown values are

lower due to particle accumulation in the gap under static field conditions. This would appear

logical since after installation of the Point-Sphere electrodes, the chamber was not opened again

until all highly non-uniform field tests were completed (=300 separate tests). This would be ample

time for sufficient particle build up within the chamber.
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Figure 5.16
Breakdown Voltage as a Function of ToSFo (20 mm gap,200 kPa pressure)
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(NOTE: ci='corona inception)
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Figure 5.17
Breakdown Voltage as a Function of ToSFo (30 mm gap, 200 kPa pressure)

Inspection of Figures 5.16 and 5.17 show the breakdown voltage and corona inception

voltage values to be identical for I00Vo SFo. For purposes of plotting these values were set equai

to eachother; this is a valid assumption as previous tests of pure SF6 under positive stress in non-

uniform fields performed by others show that at pressures of =200 kPa the corona inception and

gap breakdown occur at approximately the same voltage13,23l.In fact, experiments carried out in

pure SF6 have shown that the region of corona stabilized breakdown under positive voltage is

limited to pressures below =150 kPa. The data of Figures 5.16 and 5.17 confirm these

observations since no indication of a corona could be detected for 1007oSF6 in any gap length.
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6. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FUTURE WORK

The work presented in this thesis was undertaken to investigate the dielectric properties of

SF6-CF¿ mixtures under pressures and field geometries typical of those found in engineering

applications. Breakdown voltage characteristics of various mixtures of SFc-CF¿ were

experimentally evaluated for standard lightning and switching surges as well as for positive

polarity dc and 60 Hz ac voltages under various field geometries ranging from uniform to highly

non-uniform. Since high voltage breakdown of any insulation invariably occurs at its weakest

location, an exhaustive amount of experimental work was performed under highly non-uniform

electric f,elds which would be representative of surface irregularities or corners found in practical

apparatus.

Under uniform and quasi-uniform fields the breakdown voltages of SFo-CF¿ mixtures varied

linearly as a function of ToSFo per volume. However, under highly non-uniform fields a positive

synergism was observed (the difference in the measured breakdown voltage of a particular

mixture and the partial pressure weighted breakdown voltages of the component gases) for

positive polarity dc and ac as well as to a iimited degree with the standard switching surges. No

synergism was evident under standard lightning impulse voltages perhaps due to an insufficient

amount of time for the establishment of space charge within the gap which may be necessary for

the formation of a corona stabilization.

Overall, the results presented in this thesis appear very interesting and despite the limited

scope of the tests, seem to support the reason that several switchgear manufactures have chosen to

use SFo-CF¿ mixtures as gaseous dielectrics. Although it has been experimentally established

elsewhere that SF6-CF¿ mixtures, in particular mixtures comprising 507oSFe-50VoCF¿, have

superior arc quenching properties in comparison to SFo-Nz mixtures and a liquifaction

temperature comparable to that of liquid Nz, this resea¡ch has further revealed SFo-CF¿ to have

good dielectric properties under highly non-uniform fields. Despite the fact that the breakdown

voltage of lÙ}VoCFa is quite low (comparable to the breakdown strength of air), upon addition of

=IjVo of SFo to CF¿ the resulting dielectric strength was observed to increase substantially and

reached a maximum breakdown strength at a mixture of =25VoSFs-75VoCF¿.
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A summary of the important observations noted during the course of this thesis are

highlighted below:

o Gas mixfures require sufñcient mixing times if stable breakdown data is to be

obtained. A mixing fan greatly reduces the amount of necessary mixing time and

eliminates the problem of gas layering.

e SFo-CF¿ mixtures under uniform fields have breakdown voltages that vary linearly

with respect to ToSFe content. Lightning impulse and ac stresses breakdown the

mixture at similar magnitudes.

o SFo-CF¿ mixtures under quasi-uniform fields follow the same linear relation in

breakdown voltages as a function of VoSFø content. ac and positive polarity dc

stresses are comparable but are substantially lower than lightning surge

breakdowns.

o Under highly non-uniform fields, a strong positive synergism occurs under ac,

positive dc and standard switching voltages for the mixtures 107oSFo-90VoCF¿ to

25VISFe-7SVoCF¿,. No synergism is observed for standard lightning voltages.

o Corona inception voltage curves follow similar trends to those of the

corresponding breakdown voltages. Corona inception voltage for 1007oSFo is

indistinguishable from the breakdown voltage at a pressure of 200 kPa.

o Breakdown voltages are observed to decrease in magnitude after a gap is subject to

a large number of breakdowns (especially under dc stresses) perhaps due to

particle contamination or gas degradation.

o Inspection of chamber and electrode surfaces reveals negligible carbon deposits

after =300 individual tests of various SFo-CF¿ mixtures.

Some recommendations for future work which would complement what has already been

performed include:

o Breakdown studies under quasi-uniform fields for varying gap lengths.

o SFo-CF¿ mixtures under various stresses tested for breakdown voltase as a

function of pressure (for pressures of 100-500 kPa).

o Determine analytically and experimentally the effective window of electron

attachment for SFo-CF¿.
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Investigate the formation of space charge in SF6-CF¿ mixtures and how it affects

the breakdown strensth under different voltase stresses.

o Study the arc quenching properties of SFo-CF¿ and determine how this changes

with successive breakdowns.

o Conduct a time lag study of breakdowns and plot the corresponding volt-time

characteristics.

o Test the dielectric integrity of SFo-CF¿ mixtures under fast transients and chopped

impulse surges.

Finally, it is sincerely hoped that these experimental data will be useful in future studies, not

only in the field of high voltage research but also as practical data that may be used to embellish

existing designs in power apparatus such as switchgear, circuit breakers and dry transformers.

From a review of the literature, it has been observed that virtually no research work exists which

considers exclusively the dielectric properties of SF6-CF¿ mixtures. Provided the Canadian

government realizes that CF+ is indeed a non-Freon gas and removes the generic name Freon-i4

from it, then perhaps the results this thesis will spawn an interest into future investigations of this

practical insulation.
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Appendix A

The Free Path of Molecules and Electrons



Knowledge of the physical dependency and distribution of free paths I may offer a

simplified explanation of the dependency of cx, = f (E,N) as defined in Section 2.4. Using an

elementary ballistic model, À can be defined as the distance a molecule or particle travels between

collisions. It should also be noted that I is a statistical quantity and its mean value (mean free path

X) depends upon the concentration of particles or the density of a particular gas.

By assuming an assembly of stationary molecules of radius rr and a moving layer of

smaller particles of radius rz (see Figure A.1), a derivation of À may be formulated. From

molecular physics, as the smaller particles move, their density will decrease due to scattering

caused by collisions with the larger gas molecules. By considering the moving particles and

molecules to be of spherical geometr!, then a collision will occur every time the centre of two

particles come within a distance r t + 12 of eachother as can be seen in Figure A. 1 .

r1+12

O-*
O--*
O-*
O*
O----*

O--*+l l¡<-

Þ

C*
C*

o
l"l<--

Figure A.l
Elementary Ballistic Model for Determining Free Paths

io



Now if rt + 12 is the effective distance of collision thenn(rt *r2)2 must be the effective area of

interception of a particular gas. A more general definition for the effective area of interception in

a unit volume of gas would be Nn(rt +rz)2 where N is defined as the number of particles per unit

volume of gas.

Referring to Figure 4.1, a layer of thickness dx is chosen a distance x from the origin. If

n(x) is def,ned as the number of particles that travel a distance x from the origin with no collision,

then the decrease in moving particles due to scattering in layer dx will be

dn = -n(x) Næ 1r, + rr)2 dx

If the initial concentration of particles at x = 0 is no, then the deferential Equation of A. i can be

solved by Separation of Variables:

4.1

¿¡(x)/t\ Àx

f''^' ( ))a" = - ["n 1r, + rr)z da
J rro \n/ J0

:.n (x) = n oe-Nn 

7r' + r')2x
4.2

Now the probability of l" = x will be equal to the probability of collisions between x and x+dx.

To verify the relation 7t" = x, Equation 4.2 must first be differentiated with respect to r
which gives:

f (x) = t(t) = Nn(rr+r2)2r-Nn(r'+r')2x0, A.3



But f(x) is a continuous random variable which may be used to evaluate the expected value

(ensemble average or mean). Since -r is a linear operator, the following relation will hold true:

x=I\,

- À/

4.4
Nn (r, * ,r)'

Since n(rt + rz)2 has the dimensions of area, Equation 4.4 may be equivalently written as:

I
$=- A.5

NX,

where: o = I,T(rt + rù2: effective cross-section of interception.

It should be noted here that the effective cross-section of ionization a may be defined by

similar techniques and that the simple collision model presented here may be used to help explain

processes such as ionization, excitation, attachment, etc.

= f xf (x\dx
tr\/

. .2f -Nn(r,+rr¡2x,
7t (rr + ,ù Jo*, dx



Appendix B

Detailed Model of a Typical Gas Insulated

Switchgear Design



8.1 GIS Design Criteria and Illustrative Model:

To give the reader some insight into the design of typical Gas Insulated Switchgear (GIS),

a working model is presented here to illustrate some important aspects of GIS. In order to

simplify the construction and conform to the many existing substation layouts, the elements of the

switchgear and the bus are typically of single phase design and construction as can be seen in the

GIS cross-section model of Figure B.i.

@ŵ

4.
5.
6.

I.
z.
3.

Circuit breoksr
Isolotor
Eorthing switch

Bu¡bqrs
Current trqnsformer
Voltogo lronsformor

Figure 8.1

cross-sectional view of a 170 kv Gas Insulated switchgear Apparatus



The SFo-Nz or SFo-CFa gas mixture is usually at a working pressure of 200-500 kPa

though at atmospheric pressure the system is generally designed to withstand the rated phase to

ground voltage. The metallic sheath is made out of aluminium to minimize eddy cuffent losses at

higher ratings (> 2 kA) or steel with non-magnetic inserts placed to reduce eddy current heating.

The bus conductors and bolted connectors are generally made of aluminium although copper is

always used for the switch and circuit breaker contacts. Earthing is provided by solidly grounding

the entire enclosure and automatic switches are employed for additional grounding of the cable

whenever the isolators are operated. Finally, in order minimize the loss of gas due to failure of any

one piece of equipment, a gas tight modular design is adopted and each module is provided with

safety discs which rupture at a preset pressure and prevent any pressure build up on the enclosure.

Gas monitoring pressure switches are also provided which will operate in the event of a leak.

8.2 Modular Layout of GIS:

Figure 8.1 shows the general layout of a I70 kV GIS developed by Spreecher and Schuh

and is comprised of a circuit breaker, isolators, earthing switch, busbars and current and voltage

transformers. A brief description of each of these individual components or modules is discussed

next.

8.2.1 Circuit Breaker:

A single pressure intem.rpter with one break per phase is employed as a power circuit

breaker. Each phase of the breaker is typically provided with one motor wound spring operating

mechanism suitable for rapid auto-reclosure. When a trip command is received, an

electromagnetically operated trip valve opens so that high pressure gas flows into the lower part

of the intemrpter unit forcing a piston carrying the moving contact upwards to the open position.

The gas flows through nozzles in the fixed contact so that the gas is directed against the arc almost

at right angles which de-ionizes the arc channel at current zero and establishes a high dielectric

strength at the break. To close the breaker, a closing valve is opened which admits high pressure

gas above the piston. Operating pressure inside the breaker is approximately 630 kPa @ 20 "C.



B.2.2Isolator:

The isolator is of a push-pull design which again functions as a single phase unit. The

working part is comprised of a fixed contact and a spring contact, both of which are held in

position by supporting insulators and a rotating insulation rod. A corrtmon motor operating

mechanism drives the rotating insulating rod and the sliding contacts of the three phases are

connected to them through an operating rod located outside the enclosure. A high speed

grounding switch can also be attached to the isolators.

8.2.3 Earthing Switch:

The earthing switch is designed as a module for mounting on other apparatus. It is a

mechanism comprised of built-in secondary contact fingers and a moving contact rod which is

driven through a linkage system. High speed earthing switches are used for the operational

earthing of parts of substations. These switches are triple pole driven by one motor-wound spring

operating mechanism and can be switched on to short circuit faults.

8.2.4 Busbars:

The single phase busbar element comprises a conductor and cylindrical enclosure with an

expansion bellows. The conductors of the two sections are connected to eachother by means of

plug-in contacts. Changes in the length of the conductor due to temperature gradients are

compensated by these contacts. Earthing switches and voltage transformers can be fitted at the

ends of the busbars.

8.2.5 Voltage Transformer:

Encapsulated magnetic or capacitive voltage transformers (VTs) are used depending upon

the voltage rating of the system. The active part of the magnetic VT is comprised of a closed iron

core that supports the secondary and high voltage windings. Depending on the rated voltage, the

high voltage insulation consists of cast resin or an SFo impregnated plastic film insulation. Each

single phase VT constitutes a separate gas compartment equipped with a protective disc.



8.2.6 Current Transformer:

Metering and protection type current transformers (CTs) are generally of an encapsulated

design. The CT essentially consists of a central circular conductor which acts as the primary

winding and a concentric secondary winding wound around toroidal cores. A non-magnetic

screening is usually provided just inside the secondary cores and the secondary connections are

brought to a secondary terminal box through a bushing plate.

The design of any switchgear item or system is generally made on the basis of some

empirically derived equations and from experience. As with any high voltage equipment, efficient

design requires a knowledge of the maximum voltages the equipment may be subject to during its

operational life and should be able to withstand these stresses without any damages' Some typical

voltage stress tests may include:

o Standard impulse voltage as a criterion for stresses imposed by atmospheric

over voltages.

o Power frequency voltage as an aggravated simulation of the over voltages

experienced under normal operating conditions.

o Switching surges to prove the ability of the dielectric to withstand over

voltages caused by switching operations.

o Increased service voltage to prove freedom from internal discharges so as to

ensure that in service, there can be no progressive deterioration of insulation.

In addition, it is commonly specified that for worst case situations the dielectric stfength of the

svstem in service shall be assured when the internal gas pressure drops to atmospheric.



Appendix C

An Example of the Tþst Chamber Filling

Procedure



Because the dielectric strength of a particular gas mixture can vary substantially with only

an incremental change in the volumetric proportions of the individual constituents, great care

must be taken when administering a mixture into a pressure vessel to ensure high accuracy is

maintained. As was mentioned in Section 4.3 a Matheson pressure gauge with a measuring error

of fl.25Vo was used during the chamber filling process. For any particular test, after the chamber

had been evacuated to 0.0013 k?a (=9.61 mm Hg), the smallest constituent gas was administered

first, followed by the larger constituent gas.

For example, suppose a 25VoSFa-75VoCF¿ mixture @ 200 kPa (=29.00 psig) were

required. SFo would be first administered into the chamber (after purging all air out of the

pressure line) until the gauge pressure reads 50 kPa. CF+ would next be administered into the

chamber until the gauge pressure reads 200 kPa. P¡ior to any testing, the mixing fan inside the

chamber would be activated and the gases allowed to mix for at least one hour. After completion

of testing for a particular mixture, suppose it is required to perform testing on a 507oSF6-50VoCFa.

Instead of purging the chamber and administering a new mixture which would not only be time

consuming but also very wasteful of gases, the following procedure was followed which

maximizes the conservation of gas supplies and minimizes the amount of down time.

STEP 1:

STEP2:

Calculate individual gas proportions based on total pressurea:

29.00155 = 7.25189 + 2L75566.

For a resulting mixture of 507oSFe -5}VoCF¿, the new pressure of SFo must increase to

14.50377 from2.47730 psig. Similarly CF+ must decrease from2l.75566 to 14.50377

psig. Thus a total pressure of 1.2518910.75 = 9.66919 psig must be bled from the

chamber. Finally a 9.66919 psig of SFo must be administered to bring the total

pressure up to =29.00 psig; the resulting mixture will then be 507oSFø-50VoCFq

mixture @ 200 kPa. Mathematically, the mixing procedure is as follows:

29.00155 = 7.25t89 + 21.75566 (25VoSFe-15VoCF¿)

-2.41730 -7.25189 (bleed off)
4.83459 1450371

+9.66918 +0.00000 (fill with SFo)

14.50377 14.50377 (507oSFo-50VoCFù

a. Dimensions used for all pressure calculation were pounds per square inch gauge (psig)



Appendix D

Computer Program in C to Evaluate the IJp and

Down Method



The IEC 60-1 International Standards define the Up and Down method as a Class 2

statistical evaluation. In a Class 2 test, n groups of m substantially equal voltage stresses are

applied at voltage levels U¡. The voltage level for each successive group of stresses is then

increased or decreased by some incremental amount (typically +3Vo of the reference stress)

according to the result of the previous group of voltage stresses.

The procedure used to evaluate data obtained from the standard lightning and standard

switching impulse tests can be thought of as a discharge procedure which finds voltage levels

corresponding to high disruptive discharge probabilities. Here the voltage level is increased by

some AU if one or more withstands occur, else it is decreased by the same amount. Tests with

values of m other than 1 can be successfully used to determine voltages corresponding to other

disruptive discharge probabilities. The results are the numbers k¡ of stress groups applied at the

voltage levels U¡. The first level Ø taken into account is that which at least two groups of stresses

are applied. The total number of useful stress groups will then be n = Ð k¡.

After evaluating the 50Vo breakdown voltage and standard deviation by hand using the Up

and Down criteria for a few sets of impulse data, it was quickly decided that it would be much

more expedient to write a computer program to evaluate these data automatically. Using

Appendix A of the IEC 60-1 International Standards as a reference, equations were formulated

which could be used by the program to produce the 50Vo breakdown voltage and standard

deviation.

The following source code is for a C program which first reads a file containing the data

from a specific test (voltage stress applied at each shot, breakdown or withstand at each shot). The

data are then sorted from lowest stress to highest stress and the number of distinct voltages levels

are calculated. Finally the processed are applied to a set of equations that generate values of 50Vo

breakdown voltage and standard deviation. Corrected values of these quantities are then

calculated using the following relation:

2es.1,s ln ) u,o,7 ( PressurelkPal\ (
vcorrected = ( 101i25 ¡kpdl / [ Temperature lKl



/**x**rk****************x**xxÞt,*x**¡k***************x********x**:k'k*********x*xx*x*****xx**/

/**i.A PROGRAM TO DETERMINE THE MEAN AND THE STANDARD DEVIAT]ON****X********/

/***OF A SET OF STATISTICAL DATA USING THE I.TP AND DOWN METHOD******¡K********'***/

/*********'i ***r.(Last updated on March 13, 1995)*'k*****¡*************)t(*¡k*********************/

/***d<d<*)kx***{<****t(********{<*****t *r<**àt***********,*xx***x)k,k*C<*******'k****¡***************/

#includecstdio.h>

#include<math.h>

void main0

{

FILE *fdl;

char read-filel15];

int temp,i j,t,scroll,numsh,max;

fl oat temp l,temp2,temp3,lowv,numbd,numws,

numj,deltv,N,A,B,coeff,V-50,stdev ;

fl oat raw_dta[30] [4],temp-dta[30] [3],dta[30][3],

swapl [1 ][3],swap2[ I ][3];

float comp0;

/*<d(*<**'k***d.*******<¡k*,t**¡<***r.r<****************x*,k,k,*xxÞk****Þk,|.***¡ß¡ß**)t*t<********)k/

/**r<oPEN AN EXTERNAL FILE AND READ RAW DATA**,k****,k*t ******************/

/** ** ** ** ** *****,t ** * ¡ß,k x x* ***'|( ** ** *,k * ***** ** ** ** ** **x* *x*,k,k***x*,k***¡t**,ß *rt,|< *,i<{<*/

printf("\nEnter name of data file to be read: ");

scanf("7os",read_fi le) ;

if((fd I =fopen(read-fi 1e,"r"))==NULL) {

printf("\nCould not open data file\n");

exit(0);

)

numsh=0.0;



while(scroll=fs canf(fdl," %od Vof %of Vof',&remp,&temp 1,&temp2,&temp3)

I=EOF){

raw-dtaIi][1]=temp1;

ra\r/-dtaIi] [2]=temp2;

raw-dtalil[3]=temp3;

raw_dtaIi][4]=0.0;

temp-dta[i][2]=0.0;

temp_dtalil[3]=0.0;

numsh+-(intXtemp2+temp3);

i++;

)

fclose(fd I );

/**{<*******(*******t *******x*>kxx******************x***¡t**¡t,k**************x************,*/

/***DETERMINE NUMBER OF UNIQUE VOLTAGE STRESSES. IF A PARTICULAR*************/

/***VOLfAGE STRESS CONTAINS A GROUR SET FLAG raw_dta[i][4]=l.0,k*********\{*****.***,**/

/)k***)i<*x**t(àt*t **********x*<*)k,1.*¡{.*****t(******x**i<,k******x*****t(***********)k,**rt*******,|<**/

for(=Q jq-trmsh- I j++) {

for(i=0;icj;i++) {

if(raw-dtalil [ 1 ]==raw-dtalll I I ]) {

raw-dta[] [4]= 1.0;

i-:.,-¡ 
'

)

]

if(raw-dtafi][4] !=1.0) {

temp-dtaUl[1 ]=raw-dta[i] [ I ];

for(i=j ;i<=numsh- I ;i++) {



if((raw-dtalil [ 1 ]=-raw-dtaUl [ 1 ])&&Gaw-dta[11 ¡21==1'9¡¡

temp-dta[][2]+=1.0;

if((raw-dtalil I I ]==r¿v d¡.¡¡lI I ])&&(raw-dtalil[3]- 1.0))

temp-dta[j][3]+=1.0;

]

)else

temp-dta[j][1]=0.0;

Ì

/rrt(**** ** ** * * ** ** * x * *** ** * *** * * *** * *** 
'& 

** * * ** * ¡k** t¡* ** * * ¡l * ** ** *¡* ** ** ** ** * ** * ** * *tr* **r¡*/

/* * XLUMP ALL GROUPS WITH S AME VOLTAGES TOGETHER* * * * *( * X * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *( X'< * * */

/d.**i<t<*****************xi(+***********x******rc***************x*********t<***,k*Xx****åt**/

j=0;

for(i=0;i<=numsh- 1 ;i++) {

if(temp-dta[i][1] !=0.0) {

dta[j][ I 1=¡srnp-dtali] [ 1 ] ;

dta[j] [2]=te¡¡p-dtalil [2] ;

dtaUl[3]=¡srnP-dtalil[3];

j+=1;

)else

i-i.
J-J '

max=j;

)



/'***********************¡k**¡tx***'t*.****t<**********{<i<t<*****¡***************¡*******J<****/

/***SORT VOUIAGE STRESS DATA FROM LOWEST TO HIGHEST (Bubble Sort)*xx*+x********/

/*****x****d<***t<****r<*,k*{<**;i(***.**,|<********,t*****X****N<************************,k****tF/

do{

t=0;

for(i=0;i<max- 1 ;i++) {

for(=1 i<=l¡a.';1

swapl [0]Ul=dtalilUl;

swap2[0] [j]=dtaIi+ I ] Ul ;

)

if(comp(swap 1 [0][ 1 ],swap2[0J[ 1 ])==1.9¡ 1

for(i=1 ¡a=3¡**1,

dtaIi] []=5Y7¿P2t0l Ul ;

dta[i+1 ]¡1=swap1 [0]lll ;

+-1 .

Ì

)else{

for(=1 iq=l ¡aa¡ 1

dta[i][1=sw¿p1¡91¡1'

dtaIi+ 1 ] []=5s7ap2[0][];

)

]

]



]while(t==1);

/*******(**x¡|.*******x**)k*********************x****'(x***x****'k*******{.i<**¡********'<***,k**/

/***WRITE SORTED DATA TO AN EXTERNAL FILE FOR VERIFICATION'K*******X************/

/****'(*'(***¡k*****,k*ltd(*,*******{<**x****,¡**'<********x****'<'Éxxx*******¡*******************'(/

fd 1 =fopen("sorted.dta","w") ;

deltv=dta[ 1 ][1 ]-dta[0][ i ];

for(i=0;i<=max- 1 ;i++)

fprintf(fd1,"7o3.2f\t 7a 1. I flt % 1. 1 fln"'

dtalil [ 1 ],dtaIi][2],dtalil[3]) ;

fclose(fdl );

/**tß**********r<***r<**t<******d<*,Fxd<t<**tr****¡!**************xt<t(*i******r<****t(****¡*********{<x****x*/

/***PERFoRM up AND DowN METHOD rob¡rgnvtNE MEAN AND srD. DEVIATION*****!*********/

/*{<*****,k**********x*****t(****>i<rr*********>k*,k******t¡'+rt 
*******************t(t(*******************/

numbd=0.0;

numws=0.0;

for(i=0;i<=max- I ;i++) {

if((i>= 1 )&&((dtalil[1 ]-dtali- I lt 1 l)<0.0)) {

printf("\nAn error occurred in the sorting routine\n");

exit(0);

Ì

if((i>= I )&&(fabs(deltv-(dtaIi] [ I ]-dta[i- I ][ I ]))>0.0001 )) {

printf("\nAn elror occurred in calculating deltv\n");

exit(0);



)

numbd+=dralil[2];

numws+=dralil[3];

)

lowv=dta[0][l]'

N=0.0;

A=0.0;

B=0.0;

if(numbdcnumws) {

for(i=0;i<=max- I ;i++) {

numj=dtalil[2]'

N+=numj;

A+=((float)i)*numj;

B+=((fl oatxi*i))*numj ;

coeff=-0.5;

]

)else{

for(i=0;i<=max- 1 ;i++) {

numj=dtå[i][3]'

N+=numj;

A+=((float)i)*numj;

B+=((fl oatXi *i))*numj 
;

coeff=O.5;

]

]

V_5 O=lowv+del tv * (¡!rÀl+coefÐ'



stdev=1.62*de1¡v*((\*B-(A*A))i(N*N)+0.029);

/*x<*{<**)tr(*xx**r(**********,Fd<*****xx**¡t***x*¡k****{.**************i(x**'|<**<*d'**+****)k*'t**{</

/***PRINT RESULIS OF STATISTCAL ANALYSIS TO SCREEN*'**d'{¡*************X********'(/

/**{<***t<***x*******i<*x***i<r<x****,Èx)t*****¡t*,Èxx******************'È****t<***************/

printf("\nRESULTS OF STATISTICAL ANALYSIS:Vt");

printf("Number of discrete voltage levels=7od\n",max) ;

printf("Total number of shots=7¿d\n",(int)numsh) ;

printf("Number of breakdowns=7od\n",(int)numbd) ;

printf("Number of withstands=7od\n",(int)numws) ;

printf("Delta voltage=Vo7.2f kVVr",deltv) ;

printf(" vo=7o3.2f kV\n Y 
-50=vc3.2f 

kv\n stdev=7o2'2f kv\n\n"'lowv'v-50'stdev);

)

float comp(one,two)

float one,two;

{

float choose;

if(onectwo)

choose=0.0;

else

choose=1.0;

retum choose;

Ì


